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Chapter 7

The Urban Experience
in Women's Memoirs

Mediha Kayra's World War I Notebook

Christoph Herzog

T he his tor ian Margeret Stro be l, in her essay on "Ge nder, Sex, and Empire,"
remarked that " (~or substantial time periods, we kn ow little of what indige
nous women were doing, much less thinking; the do cumen tary records, be
they colonial or indigenous, have left more data about political and econo mic
activity than about the daily domestic lives of individuals. And it is here, in
the domestic realm, that much ofwomen's activity has taken plac e. . .. " 1 This
statement was made almes t two deca.des agn in reference to the female pop
ulace of the European colonial empires but it is also true for what we know
today about women in th e late Ottoman Empire.

In th e end, historians dep end on sources. As sources for Ottoman worn
en's history are comparatively scarce , a lot of ingenuity has been invested
during th e last de cades in making in digenous sources like church records,
documents , and the architecture of pious deeds, court records, fatawa, text
books, popular culture, and oral tradition speak about w'omen's historical
experiences." T his has resulted in a considerable increase in historians '
knowledge about women in the Ottoman domains. Yet despite all this suc
cess , the picture lacks details. Even the cadi registers that seem to come
closest to rendering women's voices have been stat ed "to fail to satisfy the
historian's craving for detail, narrative expansiven ess and vo ice.l"

In the eighteenth and especially the nineteenth centuries th e genre of
th e 'Western travelogue about "advent ures in the East" unfolded. Most of
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150 Christoph Herzog

it was written by men who did not no rmally have access to the women's
sid e of the strongly gendered Ottoman private space, but some of it was by
wornen tr avelers who sometimes did have such access. H owever, this type
of source attracted particularly harsh criticism , and not just for its factu al
unreliability. Even if the aboveme ntioned scarcity of sources did not allow
for completely doi ng away with it, the critique of orient alism, i.e., of an fun
damentally flawed epistemic Othering of the "Oriental" by Western obs erv
ers , has contributed to largely discrediting the whole genre of travelogues
as potential historical source material. On the other hand, the discussion
of whether women travelers shared the complicity of the male Oriental
ist imperial dis course or whe ther they reached a different and sometimes
more adequate understanding of the "Orient" and "Orient al warnen" has
remained inconclusive .'

T his leaves us to consider the genre of indigenous autobiographical
sources. Autobiographical narratives as a type of source material have often
been classified as "soft" as opposed to the supposedly "hard" evidence pre
sen ted by administrative textual material preserved in archives. While this
is not the place to take up the discussion of th e problems and pitfalls associ
ated with the uncritical use of archival source material, some considerations
of au tobiographical texts as sources for late Ottoman history are in order
here.

Employing a rather narrow definition of what constitu tes a "t rue au to
biography"-a comprehensive narrative retrospective making sense of one's
life as an individual-this genre has been assumed to reflect the discover y
of the self and the unfolding of ind ividuality within the deve lopment of
Western modernity. It has been questioned whether this master narrative
is more than a Western mythology. In any case , thi s paradigm has some
severe drawbacks in that it tends to establish a canon of autobiographies
while ignoring other self-narratives as his torical sources. As a result, the
historical experience expressed by the au thors of that canon is privileged
as the single path to modernity at the expense of other voices .' It is evident
that this concept of selective reading is not particularly helpful when dealing
with non-European and/or gendered perspectives on history. One answer to
this problem has been to redefine the genre of autobiographical material
and to include practically every text that, in one way or another, refers to
the pe rson of the writer including not only autobio gr aphies and memoirs in
the classical sense but also documents like last wills, testaments, or proto
cols of in terrogation. For this type of sources the term "ego documents" has
come in to use." While this approach promises both broadening considerably
the scope of potential source material and avoiding Eurocentric teleologies,
one may arbrue that, on the cost side, the new category of "ego documents"
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seems to be a bit of an umbrella term that is in need of being broken down
and subcategorized in order to be analytically useful.

Among ego documents covering the last few decades of th e Ottoman
Empire-whieh are the focus of our interest here-the Turkish hattrat lit er
ature forms such a heuristically useful subcategory. It is a literary genre
known in Turkish by that word or som e closely rel ated terms ihattra, anz).
While being roughly th e equ ivalent of "memoirs" (whieh is th e tra nsla tion I
will use here), it is informed by the example of both contemporary European
autobiographies and memoirs but merges them into a genre of its own right.
It dates from the last decades of the nineteen th century when Ottoman lit
erature underwent a process of rapid change adopting European literary
forms and genres. There is a common understanding as to what the cate
gory comprises. The simplest definition would describe it as a tex t in which
someone narrates personal memories. It should be stressed th at the genre
of hattrat ignores the classieal distinction made between autobiography and
memoirs but includes as a subgenre the (published) diary (günlük). It com
prises also tr avel memoirs." On the other hand, the genre clearly excludes
nonvoluntary tes timonies of self like protocols of in terrogation. Texts of the
haurat genre often contain the term hattrat (or one of its derivatives) in the ir
titles. Almost regularly, even when the words hatirat, etc., are missing from
the books' titles , th e publishing houses classify th em into numbered series
01' subseries titl ed with one of th ese terrns."

Some of these books are published by the authors themselves ; some of
them are based on older text edited from manuscripts, translated from pub
lish ed Ottoman books, 0 1' coll ected from serialized ar ticles in periodicals.
Interestingly, the editing work seems to be undertaken more by aficionados
than by professional academic historians. Although the size of the Turkish
book market may be rather limited in absolute numbers, th e Ottoman re
naissance in the Turkish public during the past decade or two has resulted
in the publication of a quite considerable number of these memoirs. It
should be remarked that, with the emergence of a Republican nostalgia, th e
majority of memoirs ar e by no means limited to th e late Ottoman period.
On the contrary, with th e passing of the time and of the generation who,
through their parents and grandparents, had at least indirect access to the
Ottoman past, the balance is increasingly tipped in favor of coverage limited
to Republican times.

M any of the memoirs, published in one of the countless small publish
ing houses, have a circulation of between 500 and 2,000 and are limited to a
single edition but some of the more prominent authors published in bigger
publishing companies may easily reach a considerably higher circulation,
typically by issuing a new small edition each time the book is out of print.
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It comes as no surprise to find that the vast majority of these books
are written by men. Nonetheless, there is a nonnegligible number of highly
important memoirs written by women. One might even claim that for his
torians-if they are not exclusively interested in politieal history-women's
memoirs, as a rule, are more interesting than those written by males, not so
much because they are comparatively rarer but because warnen were able
to depiet a more complete picture of their life world than Ottoman men
were able to da. As Fanny Davis put it succinctly in her classical study, The
Ottoman Lady, "The Ottoman did not write about his women. To do so would
have been in the worst possible taste on his part.?? Thus, most memoirs
written by Ottoman men mention warnen of their households in a rather
perfunctory way, if at all-a practiee of writing that did not abruptly vanish
with the Ottornan Empire but continued into the Turkish Republic. Otto
man women, on the other hand, did write about their men. Yet, in contrast
to novels (containing sornetimes autobiographie elements), poetry, and po
litical and other essays written by warnen like Fatma Aliye, Nigär Hamm,
and Halide Edib, women's memoirs entered the Turkish print market only
in Republican times.'?

On the other hand, the question of marginality of women's voiees in
historiography cannot be restrieted to the question of gender but has to
consider also other axes that determine social status and identity like dass
and race, ethnicity and age ." In this respect, the genre of the hatzrat naturally
privileges the voiees of educated M uslim women belonging to the upper and
middle classes of the Imperial center.

The passage from Empire to Republic brought not only a politieal but
also a cultural revolution. With it, the collective memory of the Ottornan
Empire became settled into a different political and cultural context, refor
mulated in a new langu age and written in a new alphabet. Therefore, the
memoirs written in Republican times dealing with their authors' memory of
the Ottoman time and space need careful contextualization. Despite all ef
forts, they will almost necessarily suffer from an unrecoverable distortion of
perspective. The rare autobiographieal writings by women dating from the
period before the end of the Empire, therefore, carry with them the promise
of being particularly valuable historical sources.

Finally, it should be acknowledged that not only the authors but also the
editors of memoirs act in the presence of social pressure and censorship, es
pecially when the mem oirs they are editing and publishing are written by a
family member or ancestor. This can be illustrated with the fate of the diary
of the farnaus Ottoman writer Nigär Hamm, who died in 1918. In 1959 her
sa n Salih Keramet Nigär (1885-1987) published a small selection of her
diary under the title Hayatimm Hikayesi (the story of my life) and donated
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the manuscript to the Asiyan Müzesi in Istanbul. But it turned out that he
had annihilated several of its probably nineteen volumes, obviously because
he disapproved of their contents. However, according to Taha Toros, Nlgär
Hamm had herself already destroyed those parts of her diary that were par
ticularly critical of the Unionists after they had deposed Sultan Abdülhamid
II following the abortive attempt at counter-revolution in April 1909P Even
today, this social pressure seems not to have completely subsided. A consid
erable part of Edadil Acba's preface to her ed ition of Leyla Acba's memoirs
consists of an "open letter to the authors who write about the various mem
bers of our family," in which she refutes factual errors and offensive allega
tions concerning several female members of the Ottornan Imperial harem
and concludes by demanding that authors exe rcise special diligence when
writing about members of her familyP Another recent example are the
memoirs of Pakize Mislimelek Hamm, who was married in 1898 to Sultan
Abdülhamid's second son, Sehzade Mehmed Abdülkadir. Her memories,
penned in exile in Lebanon during the 1950s, were edited in 2011 by Nemika
Deryal Marsanoglu, who-according to th e preface of the book-decided to
publish th em without several passages dealing with intimate (mahrem) memo
ries and without th e last part of the memoirs covering th e years from 1953 to
1955, in which year Mislimelek Hamm died in Tripoli."

In 2005 an unspectacular looking booklet of not more than 150 pages printed
on medium quality paper was published in Istanbul by the publishing house
of the newspaper Dünya Gazetesi. The booklet is entitled: Hoscakal Trabzon
(Goodbye, Trabzon). Its subtitle, "An atolia During th e Time of the First
World War as Reflected in a Girl's Diary" is slightly misleading because the
text is not a diary in the strict sense of the term but rather a memoir cov
ering the time from summer 1914 to June 1917, written before 1919 by the
author Mediha Kayra in her mid teens. However, the book was categorized
by the publishing house on the back of the title page as being number 23 in
its memoirs series."

We owe the publication of this document to Mediha Kayra's youngest
brother, Cahit Kayra (b. 1917). He transcribed the text from the Arabic
alphabet and made alterations to adapt the wording to modern standard
Turkish. Therefore his rendering may be considered a translation. Editor
and translator Cahit Kayra provided an introduction ("Önsöz," pp. 9-11),
a conclusion ("Sonsöz," pp . 111-113), an annotation consisting of 98 notes
(pp. 116-119) and an appendix containing photographs of family members,
graphs of family trees, a letter by Mediha's grandmother to her son (Me
diha's paternal uncle Naci Bey), and some documents on war events that
seemed rather randomly chosen.
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In February 2013 Cahit Kayra published a revised and enlarged seeond
edition of the memoirs, this time through the publishing house Tarihci Ki
tabevi, where he already had published sorne of his own books. The new
edition had a slightly alte red title: HOH;a KaI Trabzon. Merhaba Istanbul. Iti In
eomparison to the first edition the seeond eontained the same material with
two immensely valuable additions: some information of Mediha Kayra's life
after 1919 largely based on Cahit Kayra's own recollections and some doe
uments in his possession (pp . 147-170),17as weIl as the eomplete and legible
faesimile of the original manuscript (pp. 195-349)-of whieh the first edition
had only provided photographs of the first and the last two pages.

Cahit Kayra" graduated in 1938 from the Mülkiye and beeame a finan
cial inspector (maliye müfetti§i). In 1948 he was sent for training to London
where he stayed a year. He became a leading bureauerat in the Turkish de
partment of finanees. After his retirement in 1972 he beeame a member of
the exeeutive board of the Turkish I§ Bank and entered politics. In 1973
he beeame a member of Parliament for Ankara and in 1974 was appointed
minister of energy and natural resourees (Enerji ve Tabii Kaynaklar Bakam)
in the coalition cabinet of Bülent Ecevit's CHP and Neemettin Erbakan's
MSP. He is the author of more than thirty publieations from 1953 to 2008
on topics ranging from eeonomie and finaneial issues to short stories and
historical investigations. He has also published his own memoirs.

Mediha Kayra was born in 1902 in Trabzon and died 2003 in Kadiköy,
Istanbul, when she was 101 years old. Her father was the merehant (tüccar)
Ali Lütfi Dihkanzade (1869-1931).19His family originated from Azerbaijan.
Her mother, Kadriye Salihoglu, originated from Akhaltsikhe (türk. Ahiska)
in southwest Georgia. The families had emigrated to Trabzon following the
wars with Russia in 1878 and 1828.

In 1916 Mediha's family emigrated to Istanbul. They rented a sailing
vessel which for 35 Lira in gold-and an additional 20 gold Lira which the
sailors extorted from their passengers by threatening to return even before
having reaehed Tirebolu-which was barely able to earry the three families of
more than twenty people." They departed on 18 February 1916 from Trab
zon'" and sailed to Samsun, where they eontinued over land to Merzifon.
After having stayed there for a while they traveled via Corum and Yozgat
to Ankara and from there they eontinued by train to Istanbul where they
arrived on 31 October 1916. The time in Trabzon starting in the summer
of 1914, this voyage and the first year in Istanbul, are deseribed in Mediha
Kayra's memoir. Having already attended elementary school in Trabzon,
she eontinued her edueation in the Mahfiruz SultanRÜjdiye in Kadiköy and fi
nally beeame enrolled in the teaehers' aeademy Ittihad-i Osmani Dariilmualli
mau in Bakirköy, from which she graduated in 1923. After that she worked
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as a teacher in various positions until her retirement in 1969.22 She never
married. Instead, after the death of her father and unde and the loss of the
family's fortune in the Great Depression of 1929, she became the family's
sole breadwinner. Her brother Cahit characterizes her as folIows.

They sent Mediha with five years to th e local school (slbyan mektebi) and made
her a hafua (who knows th e whol e Qur'an by heart). When Mediha came to
Istanbul she was a young girl who wore the far;af, (women 's black outdoor
overgarment) did th e prayer five tim es a day, on religious holid ays recited th e
Qur'an and blamed the women with un covered faces in the streets of Istanbul.
But at school she was always the best. Her maternal unde Hasan Naci Yamac
(1881 -1937},2 :~ who was member of parliament for Trabzon, enrolled her as an
internal (yatltzolarak) to the teachers' acade my Iuihad-i Osma~i. Mediha finishes
thi s school too as the best of her coho rt. . . .

The war ends. The Republic of Turkey is fou nd ed .. .. The Feyziäti secondary
schools are founded . Mediha is 22 years old and starts her caree r as the direc
tor of the girl s' part of the Fayziati liseleri. In Turkey begin s th e era of Mustafa
Kemal's revolutions. Mediha leaves th e carsaf. She cuts her hair, takes piano
lesso ns and sta rt s to learn French and d assical Western music.

The Great Depression of 1929.. . M ediha's paternal unde Zihni Efendi, he r
father Ali L ütfi, her maternal unde Naci lose their fortun es during the crisis.
Not only th eir fortunes but also their lives, The husband of her eld er sister
Sadiye," the ph armacist Ruhi Bey who had worked in Egypt, dies th ere and
Sadiye returns to Turkey with foul' littl e children and re-affiliates to the famil y.

At horne th ere is a grandmother, an aunt, a young girl named Cemile who lives
with them [probably taking car e of them (C.H.)], her siblings Cahit and Sadiye
and the lat ter's child ren. Of the other siblings Hamit," who had been unem
ployed, went to Ankara in search of employment. Macit att ends the MülkiJ'e as
an internal (yatzll). Cahit attends secondary school. Sadiye's children are still
very young.

Mediha shoulders the burden of th e whole family; both small and big ones live
off her income. Mediha is th e head of the family. Everyone needs her, everyone
is nurtured by her,"

Mediha, as explicitly acknowledged by her brother, was a strong women,
"a different person of a strength that the other members of the numerous
Dihkan family were unable to attain.. .. She spent her life that promised
great success for keeping alive her next of kin and relatives. ':" One might
speculate that had she been not a wornan her career could have made a dif
ference despite her being occupied with financing her relatives.

The reader wants to know more of her by her own writing. But there
is no more than the memoir she wrote when she was about sixteen years
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of age . A second volume she wrote about the time of the Turkish war of
independence was obviously lost in the fire of the wooden buildings of the
Feyziati secondary schools in <;agaloglu in 1930.28

The text provides an ego document of the hatzrat genre that bears con
siderable historical interest as it was written be fore Republican times, in
all probability during adolescence, reviewing a time not more distant than
three or four years, and was written by a young woman who did not belong
to the elite circles of the Imperial center but originated from a provincial
middle-class family and told her story of migration and displacement.

The manuscript is a notebook, perhaps an exercise book, written in
fluent rzk'a-style handwriting. The last page is concluded with the date
Cumartesi, 21 Kanun-i evvel 1334, corresponding to Saturday, 21 Decem
ber 1918.29 As mentioned above, the text is clearly not a diary but a memoir
originally entitled "Harb-i umumi icerisinde bir ailenin sergüzest-i hayati"
(The Adventures of a Family During the World War), translated by Cahit
Kayra as "Cihan savasi icinde bir ailenin ya§am ser üveni.""

A contemplation about the timing of the booklet's first publication is in
order here. The boom of memoirs in the Turkish book market during the
last decade or two has often been observed. However, in December 2004
Fethiye Cetin's book Anneannem, about her grandmother's lost Armenian
identity, was published. It made a huge impression and-together with the
memoirs of the izmir-located medical doctor irfan Palali, Tehcir Cocuklan
(2005), which were written in the form of a' novel-was considered the trig
ger for the breaking of a wall of silence. Cahit Kaya's book was published in
August 2005 . It might be regarded as a kind of response, not necessarily in
the sense of a direct reaction to Fethiye Cetin's book-in reminding its read
ers that Ottoman Muslim civilians, too, suffered dislocation and hardship
during that war-but rather as a contribution to the wave of remembering
the now distant past of World War I, which has reached the utmost end of
whatJan Assman has termed "com m unicative memory." One cornerstone
of this recent revival of late Ottoman memory is the fact that it gave aboost
to what Fatma Müge G öcek has called the "postnationalist critical narrative
on reading genocide.?" This narrative does not only involve the Armenian
tragedy but also the acknowledgment of ethnic difference at the historical
roots of the Republic of Turkey in general. Although this postnationalist
discourse might not be endorsed by Cahit Kayra, it is reflected in his af
terword when he observes that Mediha does not write of the Greeks and
Armenians present in Trabzon except on two occasions when she mentions
Greek girls in Trabzon using the general confusion created by the attack
of Russian warships to steal apples and the famous last words said by the
Ottoman governor (vati) and the member of parliament, Naci Yamac, when
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evacualing Trabzon in face of the approaching Russian army to the Creek
metropolitan: "'vVe leave the land (memleket) temporarily in your hands. But
we will return within some months.t'" It is interesting to note that Mediha
comments on the theft of apples committed by the infidel girls by writing
that it "aro used a feeling of revenge" in them {intikam damanmizi biisbiitiin
klZljtlrryordu)33- which is the only occasion wh er e feelings of op en ethnic ha
tred become tangible in the text.

There are act ua lly some more mentions of local non-Muslims that es
caped the editor' s nolice: in the context of th e imminent outbreak of war at
the end ofthe summer of 1914 she briefly mentions that the "Kabayanidi and
other Christians who were living [in the village] Soguk Su had been organiz
ing cock fights and told from the results that in this war the Ottomans would
emerge victorious"!' without giving further delails. On another occasion, re
ferring to a date when she was still in Trabzon, Mediha Kayra writes: "T he
29th of Kanun-i sani 1330, a Monday, brought up the washerwoman Popi
Abla, whom we made wash our laundry.?" It is only her name that indicates
this wornan's being C reek. On yet another occasion, not long befare the fam 
ily's flight, she mentions that her uncle was drained of money because he had
paid back a considerable amount he had owed to a certain "Kostoropol.F"
No further explanation is given and again we can only conclude by his name
that th e money lender must have been Creek. There is yet another revealing
passage: wh en on board of the sailing vessel afte r having left T irebolu, they
continue their way along the coastline the sight of which, with its "emerald
green creeks" and wooded mountains, is described as beautiful. Then they
pass a township or a village called Eb iye, "which I didn't like because its in
habitants were mostly Creek {ahalisinin eskserisi Urum oldugundan hif dehosuma
gitmedi)."37 When they land in Giresun there is no hotel room because of
the multitude of Muslim refugees. They approach the police, which leads
them to an emp ty Armen ian house for the night. No comment is made by
the author. One can assurne that she knew about the forced deportation of
the Armenians but it is rather improbable that she had heard about the hor
rifying circumstances. Finally, when describing their stay in Merzifon, she
complains about their being hosted far another time in a Christian quarter:
"Because the quarter where we resided was the Armenian quarter we were
deprived of the Muslim call to prayer. In our immediate neighborhood there
was a huge Creek Church whose bells caused us headaches every Sunday.
Look at the bad luck: wherever we arrive we stay either in the Armenian or
the Creek quarter and most of the time have a church in our neighborhood.
Since we have left Trabzon we have never heard the ezan."38

Judging from Mediha's memoirs, one gets the impression that the Otto
man intercommunal relations between Muslims and Christians, at least in
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Trabzon at the eve of the war, were characterized both by distance and cul
tural demarcation, a situation that was certainly aggravated by the trauma
of war. Interestingly, any mention of Christians is missing from the memoirs
once the family reaches Istanbul.

Contrary to what may be expected, and regardless of her young age,
Mediha, in her notes, is highly politicized and keeps following the politi
cal and military news about the war. Her memoirs open with the following
words:

"In the year 1330 we went to our summerhouse in Soguksu, There were
rumors that there would be a World War. But we didn't attach any impor
tance to these words because we were interested in something else. Yes! We
waited for the return of Captain Rauf and his colleagues who were to bring
our dreadnoughts Sultan Osman and Resadiye from England. But alas! All
our hopes were frustrated. Not only ours. Our dreadnoughts that were so
impatiently awaited by all üttomans, all Muslims, were confiscated by the
English government and not given back to US."39

Her notebook presents its author as informed and emotionally deeply
involved in many of the ongoing politieal issues. It is very probable that
these were discussed in the family and one can assurne that her unde Naci
Bey, being an active politician, had a big share in it. It seems plausible that
Mediha's emotional interest arose when polities and war became part of
her life world with the repeated bombardments of Trabzon by Russian war
vessels and her family's resulting displacement. But one can also assurne
that the state schools she was attending in Trabzon and Istanbul must have
played a major role in indoctrinating the children with patriotie fervor. Yet
it is far from dear whether her politieal concerns did occupy her then (as
she seems to indieate) 01' whether they were more of an accommodation to
what she might have believed to be an requirement of the literary genre of
memoirs, i.e., a concept of politieal memoirs written by males. As has been
argued, such an accommodation need not to be the result of a conscious
adaptation of the memory to currently feit requirements but may well be the
outcome of a sincerely felt belief in how things had been.i''

From a spatial perspective, her memoirs may be divided into three main
parts: Trabzon and its hinterland, the long voyage from Trabzon to Istanbul
along the Black Sea coast, and through Anatolia and finally Istanbul, 01'

rather what were then the city's suburbs on the Asiatie side of the Bosphorus.
On top of that geographieal base layer. another layer may be cast that

contains all of Mediha's movements within the larger geographie contexts:
e.g., while in Trabzon, she goes to school, to the hamam, 01' flees to one of the
villages near the town when Trabzon is bombarded by Russian warships.
During the voyage to Istanbul she walks about in townships like Giresun 01'
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Merzifon where her family is staying for some days or weeks , and once in
Istanbul she goes to school or crosses the Bosphorus ta visit Istanbul. But
wherever she goes , she almost never moves ar ound on her own; she is always
accompanied by at least on e member of he r famil y.

The network of her extended family forms the third spatial layer of the
text. It has the dimension of a social sp ace in which all he r own movements
but also the movements of her family members are embedded . This social
space find s its exp ression also in the emotional concern Me diha expresses
throughout the text for famil y members and family affairs: the marriage of
her uncle, the health of her gr andmother, of her father, and of her aunts,
the birth of her youngest brother. The social space is extended beyond tho se
who are physieally present by the telegraph. The famil y sends or receives
numerous telegrams providing commu nication with family member s being
temporarily or perman ently absent. Al though it is not closed, th e social
space emerging from the text of her memoirs remains largely limited to
the extended network of her family, except when her school friend Nuriye
spends some time with her in th e summer retreat. The social space in which
Mediha moves may therefore be imagined like a web (with her family mem
bers being the nodes) that is cast over the first and second layers of space.

While memory tends to have its own temporal logic that may differ
from chronology, its claim of factuality-a part of Leujeune's famous auto
biographie pact-depends on its corresponding to the measurable calendar
chronology. Although Mediha's memoirs are he re mostly plausible, they
present their readers occasionally with chronologieal mismatches, espedally
between dates and corresponding weekdays. As there are several occur
rences of weekdays in th e text without the accompanying date, on e is lead
to beli eve that weekdays were important for Mediha's personal memory for
structuring events in tim e. The first exact date mentioned in the memoirs is
the day of the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, which
is given correctly as Sunday, 28 June in the original , i.e., according to the
Gregorian calendar." The next date she gives is the arrival in Trabzon ofher
maternal uncle Hasan Naci, who came from Istanbul: Thursday, 6 August.
This again has to be according to the Gregorian calendar, because if it was
according to the Ottoman Maliye calendar, it would have to be Wednesday,
19 August 1914. At that time Mediha was not in Trabzon but spending the
summer in the nearby village Soguksu, where her uncle arrived on Thurs
day, 11 August. This, again, has to be a Gregorian date. The next few dates
she presents refer to certain declarations of war, all of thern given correctly
and according to the Gregorian calendar. The same is true for her descrip
tion of the solar eclipse of 21 August 1914. But after that she switches to the
Ottoman Maliye calendar, and-with one or two exceptionsv--all dates given
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later in the book refer to that calendar system ." The festivities in Trabzon
at the occasion of the unilateral abolishment of the Ottoman capitulations
on 7 September cannot have been held on 27 August (27 Agustos). The latter
date, therefore, must be read according to the Maliye calendar, making it
correspond to 9 September 1914 of th e Gregorian calendar.!' According to
Mediha Kayra, the first Russian bombardment of Tr abzon happened on
Monday, 3 Tesrin-I sani, which would corr espond to 16 Novembe r 1914.15

However, she claims that news of the Russian declaration of war against th e
Ottoman Empire reached Trabzon on the day after 2 Tesriri-I sani, which
would correspond to 15 November 1914.-16As Russia actually declared war
on Turkey on 2 November 1914, corresponding to Monday, 20 Tisrin-I evvel
(Maliye calendar) and news came to Tr abzon by telegraph, this appears
rather implausible, Perhaps, here again, we may assurne th at she actually
refer red to the Georgian calendar.

The memoirs describe the "big bombardment of Trabzon" by Russian
warships on 29 Kanun-i sani, corresponding to 11 February 1915.l i As a con
sequence of th is daunting experience, her father ordered his family to retreat
to a village (probably meaning Soguksu) near Trabzon, where they seem to
have remained until August 1915. As "in September the schools were open
ing and we had to go back down,":" they seem to have returned to Trabzon
only sometime at the end of August 1915. Interestingly she is exclusively de
scribing the summertime during Ramazan in this village; spring and early
summer of 1915 are missing from her record. It is therefore possible that they
actually moved back and forth between Trabzon and the village several tim es
after February 1915. It is also possible that she mixed up the times of Ra
mazan that they spent at their summer resor t in the respective years of 1915
and 1916. After all, she was then betwe en twelve and thirteen years of age.
In any case, spring and early summer 1915, up to Ramazan (began 13July
1915) are completely missing from the memoirs. The fall of 1915 she seems
to have spent in Trabzon. She wrote that she learned of the Ottoman vic
tor y in the Dardanelles Campaign in the third week of Kanun-i sani, which
would correspond to the end ofJanuary 1916.-19In the winter of 1916 Russian
forces moved quickly forward in Anatolia, capturing Erzurum and Mus on
16 February, Bitlis on 3 March, and Rize on 8 March.t"According to Mediha
Kayra's memoirs, after the fall of Erzurum the governor of Trabzon ordered
the town to be evacuated within twenty-four hours. The vivid description
of her father's difficulties in finding a boat is certainly not exaggerated. Ac
cording to O ttoman documentation, about sixty thousand Muslims of the
province of Trabzon fled from Russian occupation/" Mediha remembers the
precise date of the moment of her family's departure: "On Friday, 5 Subat
1331 [= 18 February 1916] at the time of the afternoon prayer."52
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Dates during the voyage to Istanbul, which lasted more than eight
months, are scarce and frequently broken (only the plausible ones are pre
sented h ere) : Wednesday, 1 March 1916: departure frorn G iresun r':' Thurs
day, 16 March 1916: departure from Ünye;" during A pril, travel from
Samsun to Me rzifon," where they stayed for almost half a yea r." On Satur
day, 21 October they moved on.

The date of th e family's arrival in Ankara is given by Mediha as "Thurs
day, 13 Tesrin-d evvel.?" which corresponds to 26 October [1916). As the day
was not a Thursday but a Tuesday, either th e date or the day of the week
must be erroneous. A few days later they boarded the Anatolian railway
and arrived at Haydarpasa terminal near Istanbul in th e afternoon of 31
October 1916. For two days they stayed with her maternal uncle before they
moved to the house of a relative in Bostanci on th e Asiatic side of the Bos
phorus, at that time a village.

On 1 Tesrin-I sani 1332 (14 November 1916) her brother started school
in Istanbul as a boarding student in the Galata sultanisi. From then on, he
came only once a week on Thursdays to see his family. Naturally, he was
therefore a bit unhappy in th e beginning, M ediha remarked. Sometime in
late fall or in the winter of 1916-17 their hause in Bostanci was burglarized
while they were visiting relatives in nearby Kadiköy, whereupon the moved
to a flat in Kadiköy, Sh e herself started attending a newly opened school in
Kadikö y on 12 February 1917. A month later, on 11 March 1917, her brother
Cahit (the editor of th e memoirs) was born." On Friday, 8 June 1917 the
family moved back to Bostanci; on 11June her maternal aunt went to the
hospital in Haydarpasa for a small op eration, and returned on 18J une. On
Wednesday, 20 June EH7 Mediha Kayra received her school report which
turned out to be excellent. With it, sh e moved from the fourth to the fifth
dass at school, While this is the last entry of the memoirs , th e last date
that is given at the bottom of her notebook's last written page is one and a
half years later: Saturday, 21 December 1918, which is probably the day she
concluded the record of the first volume her memoirs, then being sixteen
years old.

As it is today, at the time of Mediha's youth Istanbul was the metropolis
and its attractions were known all over the country. After her arrival at the
Haydarpasa terminal, Mediha and those members of her family who had
never be en to Istanbul were naturally eager to see the city. The bridge of
Galata spanning the Golden Horn, especially, seems to have been famous .
'vVe have to remember that in those days the Asian side of the Bosphorus
where Mediha's family lived was not considered to be part of Istanbul
proper although in many respects it already formed apart of it. Judging
from the memoirs, Istanbul-with the exceptions of the bridge of Galata
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and the Kapah Carsi-smade only a limited impression on Mediha and her
brother Hamit, who she reports to have remarked: "I cannot see something
special with Istanbul." The late season and its heavy weather with rain and
storms made the city look rather inhospitable when Mediha and her family
arrived. On her first trip to the city she expressed her dislike of the passage
by steamship. However, she enjoyed going by tramway, which she described
as "moving like a fish."59 Apart from these attractions, no general positive
"urban experience" is reflected in her memoirs except for a visit to an exhi
bition of the Red Crescent that was shown in apart of the building of the
school that her brother Hamit was attending.

Although Mediha does not explicitly mention whether she had difficul
ties in accommodating herself to her new life in a big city like Istanbul, the
text gives several indications that she in fact must have experienced such
problems. She repeatedly expresses her indignation about the shameless
ness of the unveiled faces of women.'? The experience of burglary in winter
1916-17 was certainly unpleasant. Because of the war, food was expensive
and scarce; yet she praises the government for its provision of supplies.
This probably reflects the influence that her maternal unde, Hasan Naci,
a Unionist member of Parliament since 1914, had on her political ideas.?'

Apart from politics, Mediha's attention was more directed toward na
ture than toward the city, but in a way that reflects a thoroughly urban per
spective. Thus, in Samsun, while still on the way to Istanbul, the family was
informed of the occupation of Trabzon by Russian forces , which caused
Mediha to dedicate the most emotional passage of her memoirs to the loss
of her hometown:

Ah, the fall of Trabzon. .. ah .. . . My heart is in pain. Ah, what a bitter day. My
God. It means the this holy fatherland (mukaddes anavatan), these blessed soll
where we were born and raised will be trampled under the boots of the enemy.
From the minarets, instead of the Muhammedan call to prayer iezan-i muham
madi) that used to fill our souls with awe and to refresh our belief, the beils of
the enemy will ring. We had hoped that this would never happen. But now our
ears have heard that the enemy has entered th e town, that our beloved barracks
that resernbled that red flag and our Sultani school had been set on fire by our
soldiers , I tr ied to dose my ears to avoid hearing but I did not manage. Sud
denIy all power left me and I became completely debilitated. I leaned against
something and started to think. Now the sweet minutes I had spent in Trabzon
came to life before my inner eyes. When I remembered those nights, my heart
seemed not to fit in my breast anymore and became like exploding. Iwanted
to cry but was not ab le to . My heart feit like dead. My mouth refused to say
anything but "ah." Staring to nowhere I sat motionless for one 01' two hours.
Now my fatherland was growing before my eyes, and only now I understood
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its value. I remembered its countless woods, its emerald green creeks, its shady
forests, its shadowy pine groves, its melancholie waterfalls. Really my homeland
(memleket) was b eautiful.v?

It seems striking that-apart from a few symbolic places like the bar
racks and the school-it is the beauty of nature she is associating with her
hometown. Although in 1890 the population of th e town Trabzon was es
timated to be only thirty-five thousand (of whom nearly twenty thousand
were Muslimsj'" th e town can safely be regarded to have formed an urban
space. It is not clear whether her remembering Trabzon as the embodiment
of the beauty of nature was in reaction to her experience of the larger and
more distinctively urban space of Istanbul 01' whether it was an expression
of adherence to literary convention of style-or for that matter to a discur
sive formation that identified romantic longings and the memor y of a lost
horne with beautiful nature.

Interestingly, the most emotional and positive description in the Istan
bul portion of her memoirs is dedicated to the experience of two mild spring
nights in the garden of her uncle's house in Bostanci.

"The garden did not resemble the garden that 1 had seen in fall. The
trees that during fall had been consisting of dead-dry branches were now
adorned with fresh and gr een leave s and Ilowers in many colors. The place
befare the house was decorated with flowerbeds framed with grass and full
of various flowers, the vines had grown, the graveled paths had been raked,
the weeds round the house had been pulled out-in short, the garden had
become beautiful."?'

Shortly aft er that, she, her brother, her sister, and her aunt visited the
garden another time. They sat on the balcony after sunset.

"The scenery was extremely beautiful. T he newly risen moon illumi
nated the nature, the lights of the princes islands opposite of us--especially
those of the naval academy on Heybeli Ada-were reflected in the water. The
quiet sea whispered with its small waves touching the beach. The nightin
gales sang. A mild spring-wind stroked gently our hair. The phonograph in
the house with its sometimes sweet and sometimes sad and mournful sound
added to this beauty of the nature."65

This enjoyment of the famous spring and summer nights in the garden
of one of the legendary waterside residences along the shares of the Bospho
rus has been a constant theme in literature as in memoirs and it certainly
constitutes an "urban experience" specific to Istanbul.

As Cahit Kayra underlines, Mediha certainly was extraord inary among
the girls of her generation in many respects, e.g., in the interest she took in
politics. O n the other hand, in many other respects she probably was not.
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However, that does not diminish the historical value of her memoirs, on
the contrary. They do not offer a grand literary scheme of the self, perhaps
because she was too young or because she had not read enough novels. vVe
do not know what or if she read in her leisure time. We do not learn about
any tensions in the family, nor is this something to be expected. But what
we do learn is something about the comparative ease with which a Muslim
girl could move in the urban space during the last years of the Empire as
well as a treasure of details about the history of everyday life. The history of
Ottoman women is kind of jigsaw puzzle that needs a lot of consideration
and the memoirs of Mediha form an interesting part in it.

APPENDIX: COMPARATIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS
FOR THE LATINIZED TEXT AND THE FACSIMILE

As neither the text nor the facsimile of the memoirs provide page references
to each other, the following comparative table of contents was created. It
references the subtitles of the memoirs as provided by their editor, Cahit
Kayra. The first two pages' numbers refer to the latinized and simplified ver
sion of the text in the first and second editions; the third indicates the page
number of the facsimile in the second edition. Page numbers of subtitles
that were inserted into the latinized version by the editor without having an
equivalent in the original manuscript are in square brackets.
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